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Hard Pomeron trajectory

Best processes to study hard Pomeron are processes where 
Pomeron is attached to  small dipoles  on both ends 

HERA - Rapidity gap processes at large t=(pρ-pγ)2

xq
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γ(γ*) Vector Meson=ρ,J/ψ
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Elementary reaction - scattering of a hadron (γ, γ*)

off a parton of the target at large t=(pγ-pV)2 
FS 89 (large t pp→p +gap + jet), FS95

Mueller & Tung 91

regime of color opacity, a direct evidence is very limited, see however [?]. The rapidity gap
processes we discuss in this paper will provide additional handles to address these questions.

To probe this physics a number of small x processes which originate due to elastic scat-
tering of a parton and a small quark-antiquark (qq̄) color singlet dipoles (we will refer to
them in the following simply as dipoles) at large momentum transfer and at high energies
were suggested. This includes hard di!raction in pp! pX process at large t, production of
two jets accompanied by rapidity gap-coherent Pomeron [?], the rate of production of two
back to back jets with a large rapidity gap in between [?] as compared to the rate of two jet
production in the same kinematics without rapidity gaps [?, ?], photo(electro) production
of vector mesons at large t with a rapidity gap [?, ?, ?]. Production of two jets with a gap
in between was studied experimentally at the Tevatron, see e.g. [?]. Over the last ten years
the theoretical and experimental studies were focused on the photo/electro production o!
a proton. Studies of these processes at HERA resulted in the measurements of the rele-
vant cross sections [?, ?, ?, ?, ?] in a region of the photon-proton center of mass energies
20 GeV " W!p " 200 GeV .

The HERA data agree well with many (though not all) predictions of the QCD motivated
models (several of which use the LO BFKL approximation[?]), see for example [?] and
references therein.

Clearly it would be beneficial to extend such study to higher W!p and over a larger
range of the rapidity gap intervals to investigate how energy dependence of the small dipole
- parton scattering changes with t. Recently we demonstrated [?] that this will be possible
using quasireal photons in the ultraperipheral collisions (UPC) of protons with nuclei at
LHC.

Here we perform a more detailed analysis focusing on study of ! meson photoproduction:

" + p(A)! ! + rapidity gap + X, (1)

at large t and with a rapidity gap between !-meson and produced hadronic system X in
the proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus UPC at LHC. We consider the kinematics where the
rapidity gap interval is su"ciently large (# 4) to suppress contribution of the fragmentation
processes. Related physics can be investigated in the di!ractive production of charm or two
jets separated by large rapidity gap from the nucleon fragmentation region. For example,
studies of the A-dependence of production of two jets in the processes like " + A ! (jet +
M1)+ rapidity gap+(jet+M2) will allow to check presence of the color transparency e!ects
in the gap survival in hard photon induced processes [?].

The CMS and ATLAS detectors are well suited for observing such processes since they
cover large rapidity intervals.

The main variables determining the dynamics of the process are the mass MX of system
produced due to the dissociation of proton target, the square of the transfered momentum
$t % Q2 = $(p! $ pV )2, and the invariant energy of the qq̄- parton elastic scattering

s! = xW 2
!p, (2)
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dtdx
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⎨⎧ ⎩! [s!]2(!IP (t)"1)

Theoretical expectations for !(t) ! "IP (t)" 1
for -t >> 1 GeV2

Soft QCD   δ<-0.5

Two gluon exchange   δ=0

DGLAP / resummed BFKL   δ=0.2 -- 0.3 

Leading order   BFKL   δ=0.5

HERA  - early statements of agreement with 
LO  BFL based on fast W dependence of the 
cross section. Problem for NLO BFKL? 

We find that that most of  W dependence is 
to change of x in the second factor
δ=0.1-- 0.2  consistent with the data but 

uncertainties are very large

reliable measurement of  δ(t)  can be done  - they require measurement of cross sections  as a 

function of W for fixed x  = fixed rapidity interval filled by hadrons in the proton fragmentation region 



Improving knowledge of the transverse distribution of small x partons  
≡ t-dependence of gluon and quark GPDs 

critical for a realistic modeling of pp collisions at LHC

Issues:
☛ Is the t-slope of DVCS, B,  larger than for J/ψ  electroproduction as H1 data indicate?

☛ What is α’ at Q2 =2 GeV2? Is α’ (2GeV2)~0.12 GeV-2   or significantly smaller
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pQCD (DGLAP 
approximation)  - 
rather weak Q 

evolution of  α’ - 
Frankfurt, MS, Weiss

B = B0 + 2α! ln(x/x0)



Possible relevant effects: difference between Bq and  Bg  & α’g and α’q  

For example, in DVCS in NLO  qGPD and gGPD  enter with opposite sign in 2:1 ratio ⇒ 

difference in Bq and Bg is amplified by a factor of 2 .  Difference in B between DVCS and 
onium exclusive production:  Bq - Bg ~ 0.5 GeV-2 would be sufficient (MS06)

Joint study of the t-dependences of different exclusive processes is highly desirable. 
May improve accuracy of measurements of the difference of the slopes. 

To develop models for background matching large t dynamics discussed above 

To improve quality of the analyses it is necessary:

To check accuracy of Regge type factorization for γ* +p→ (γ ,VM) + p(MX )
both for t=0 (next slide) and for moderate t. 

☛

☛

Experimental puzzle - α’(γ +p→ρ+p)  ≈  α’(γ +p→J/ψ+p)



Hard Inelastic diffraction - testing  Regge factorization. Fundamental 
question for understanding connection between soft and hard physics and 

dynamics of gluon fields in nucleons  

In soft processes for single 
Pomeron exchange: 

d!(a+b!a+b!)(t=0)
dt

d!(a+b!a+b)(t=0)
dt

=
d!(d+b!d+b!)(t=0)

dt
d!(d+b!d+b)(t=0)

dt

Question: does Regge like factorization works for 
Hard elastic/diffractive processes like  γ* +p→VM + p(MX )

R(W,Q2,MX) =
d!("!+p!V M+MX)(t=0)

dt
d!("!+p!V M+p)(t=0)

dt

How R depends on MX, Q2 ?  For fixed   MX    pQCD leads to weak (ln Q2) 
dependence of R at large Q - but whether  connection to Q=0 smooth is not clear 
theoretically  - some evidence for smooth transition from ZEUS. Difficult 
experimentally because of acceptance problems - but one can study partial channels rather 
than the integral over MX  usually considered in soft diffraction where integrals over  
MX2/s <0.1 are reported.
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large t - color transparency  limit 

“π N”

Abramowicz, F,S 95
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Weiss , MS 03
Enberg, Pire, Szymanowski et al 02 &06

large t pion gluon GPD

2→ 3 processes:  γ* +N → VM + gap + meson + baryon 

One process is feasible at HERA

ZDC:  Select: pt< 150 MeV, xF≥0.9

xF≤0.1, pt> 1.5 GeV/c - 
relatively small rapidity within 
acceptance of HERA detectors

Small cross section but with much weaker t dependence 
- 1/t2  from GPDs than γ* +N → VM + N

Look for novel processes


